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SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE
This album of photogravure images contains views of Katalla and the mountainous areas northeast of Katalla. A group of approximately 10 men were surveying in the area of Carbon Mountain, Mt. Anne, Cunningham Ridge, Mt. Nichawak and Stillwater Creek. Part of their work was done on McKenzie Coal Tract at the foot of Mt. Anne.
INVENTORY

1  Mt. Anne at head of Sheep Creek on McKenzie Coal Tract [scenic]. D.B. Skinner Photo.

2  [Unidentified man seated on tree stump in forest.]

3  Katalla [town and dock from the water].

4  Lawton Homestead on Strawberry Point [exterior view of house and two outbuildings; cleared area in grove of trees].

5  Lining up the stream above Stillwater [man on shore holding rope attached to boat in water].

6  “De” gang at headquarters camp at base of Carbon Mt. [Group of nine men and surveying equipment standing in front of two tents].

7  Carbon Camp [log cabin, exterior view; 6 men on porch].

8  The hunters and the bear near Stillwater [three men behind dead bear].

9  McKenzie Coal Tract, Mt. Anne in distance [rocky ground, foreground].

10 Carbon camp on Sheperd Creek [six men on porch of log building].

11 Headwaters, Gandil River [trees on either side of river].

12 "De" gang on the Nichawak about to embark [group of 10 men on shore of river near anchored boats].

13 Blodgettville at foot of Carbon Mt. [three tents with group of men, right].

14 Sleeping tent, Gandil River [tent with open flaps; two cots in tent].

15 Breaking camp at Greens cabin and embarking for Stillwater [men and equipment in 2 canoes, one with sail].

16 Camp at foot of Carbon Mt. Cunningham Ridge in background [group of tents on flat area; small trees at base of mountain].

17 Looking N.E. from U.S.L.M. No. 9-Summit, Carbon Mt. [Mountain peaks, most are snow covered].

18 Norma Glacier, North Side [of] Mt. Anne [two people, left, at side of glacier].